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Mathematics

Math Teacher might be the first job that comes to mind when considering what to do
with a math degree. But math is used in many jobs, from investment banker, computer
scientist, to engineer. Although careers in most math-heavy fields require applicants
to hold at least a bachelor’s degree, a student holding an associate degree in math
still has options. Oftentimes, positions for those who hold associate degrees in math
work as stepping-stones to higher-paying careers. 

Mathematics is a course of study designed primarily for students planning on continuing
their education to earn a baccalaureate or bachelor’s degree in subjects such as computer
science, statistics, chemistry, advanced mathematics, or engineering. 

Motlow’s University Parallel Associate of Science (A.S.) degree with emphasis in Mathematics
prepares you for transfer to a university and is a Tennessee Transfer Pathway (TTP).
TTPs enable you to complete your degree at Motlow and then transfer to any Tennessee
public university, and several Tennessee private universities, as a junior to complete
your bachelor’s degree.
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Find Your Future

Have you chosen a major? Is there a program of study that inspires you? Do you have
your heart set on a particular degree? Motlow is here to help you find your future
and craft a great career.

Start by choosing the credentials you want. Motlow offers:

	Short-term certifications,
	One-year diplomas,
	2-year associates degrees,
	Associates degrees with embedded micro-credentials, and
	Pathways to numerous bachelor degrees with majors in hundreds of programs. We have many additional
articulation agreements with universities that allow you to easily transfer or even
enroll simultaneously at Motlow and another institution
	We have articulation agreements with universities that allow you to easily transfer or even enroll simultaneously
at Motlow and another institution.


Use our program finder to explore all of the possibilities. Visit our transfer & articulations page to learn more about our partnerships with other universities. Explore your interests
and aptitudes with our free YouScience tool.

Meet with one of our admissions counselors. Enroll and get assigned your very own completion coach.

The time is right. Call us today. It’s never been easier to find a scholarship and apply for aid to help pay for college. Our mission is your success, and we want to make exploring Motlow simple & free.






The median salary for math professionals is $90,410 per year.
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Careers with an Advanced Degree 

	Data Scientist ($54-140k/year) 
	Statistician ($57-64k/year) 
	Engineer ($75-95k/year) 
	Computer Programmer ($42-91k/year) 
	Actuary ($75-105k/year)


Mathematics is an exciting and varied degree that can open up a lot of opportunities
for graduates. The study of mathematics makes you better at solving problems. It gives
you skills that you can use across other subjects and apply in many different job
roles. Mathematics, as a study of patterns, both practical and abstract, involves
analytical thought, logical reasoning, problem solving skills, and precise communication. 
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Locations

	Moore County Campus
	Smyrna Campus
	McMinnville Campus
	Automation & Robotics Training Center (ARTC)
	Fayetteville Campus
	Sparta Location


Phone: 1 (800) 654-4877
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	Linkedin
	Twitter
	Youtube
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